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Purpose: Chronic illness and low levels of health literacy affect health outcomes for many individuals, particularly older adults and racial/ethnic minorities. This study sought to understand the knowledge, strengths, and areas of need regarding self-management of chronic illness in order to lay the groundwork for content development of an intervention to increase health literacy and maximize patient engagement in chronic disease self-care.

Patients and methods: In-depth, qualitative interviews were conducted in Spanish and English with 25 older adults with various chronic illnesses. Topics included knowledge and understanding of chronic conditions, medications, and disease self-management skills. Qualitative data were coded by searching text and conducting cross-case analysis. An inductive analysis was then employed to allow for the patterns and themes to emerge.

Results: Emerged themes included 1) social support, 2) coping strategies, 3) spirituality, 4) chronic disease health literacy, 5) anger, and 6) depression. While participants had a general overall knowledge of chronic illness, they had deficits in knowledge regarding their own illnesses and medications.

Conclusion: Chronic illness self-management is a complex and dynamic behavioral process. This study identified themes that leverage patient motivation to engage in self-care in a personalized manner. This information will guide the development of an intervention to promote health literacy and optimal disease self-management.
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Introduction

Health literacy is a critically important skill that helps people become active participants in their health care. The 2003 National Assessment of Adult Literacy showed that >75 million Americans had only basic health literacy skills, indicating that one in four Americans have problems understanding information about health care.¹ Racial and ethnic minorities have even lower levels of health literacy. Twenty-four percent of Blacks (9.5 million persons) and 41% of Hispanics (21 million persons) have below basic levels of health literacy. Members of minorities have lower levels of health literacy, and compelling evidence links race and ethnicity to disparities in health via health literacy.²⁻⁴ Moreover, members of minority groups and older adults are also more frequently affected by chronic diseases such as cancer, high blood pressure, heart attack, diabetes, asthma, hepatitis, HIV infection, mental health disorders, and many others.⁵⁻¹³ Health literacy may be particularly important for management of...
these conditions since they often require adherence to rather complex treatment regimens, lifestyle changes, and regular medical care.

**Chronic disease self-management (CDSM)**
The twin burdens of chronic disease and low levels of health literacy thus fall disproportionately on those most in need – members of minorities and older adults, all of whom may experience one or more chronic conditions while not having the health literacy skills needed to cope. Interventions to improve health literacy are thus clearly needed. CDSM is a logical target for a health literacy intervention. In an approach that cuts across specific diseases, CDSM targets problems and skills needed to cope with issues such as fatigue, pain, stress, depression, sleep disturbance, and treatment adherence. While health conditions may require specific management skills, common issues such as fatigue, depression, stress, sleep disturbance, and treatment adherence cut across illnesses.14–17

**Importance of CDSM**
Non-adherence is associated with 30%–50% of treatment failures and as many as 125,000 deaths annually. For example, non-adherence to statins increases the risk of mortality (~12%–25%), non-adherence to cardioprotective medications increases the risk of cardiovascular hospitalizations (10%–40%) and mortality (50%–80%), and poor adherence to heart failure medications increases cardiovascular-related emergency department visits.18,19 Therefore, treatment adherence is a critical component of optimal disease management; however, only one-half of patients are estimated to be adherent to medications.20 Adherence to treatment regimens can be complicated by many barriers, including cost and side effects of medications, the challenge of managing multiple prescriptions (polypharmacy), patients’ understanding of their condition, forgetfulness, cultural and belief systems, emotional disturbances, and a reduced sense of urgency due to asymptomatic conditions. Positive clinical outcomes are more likely when patients are active participants in their care; therefore, strategies are needed that are useful in promoting self-care with longevity that will result in more effective self-management of chronic disease.

**Racial and ethnic older minority populations**
In the United States, Hispanics and African Americans bear a disproportionate burden of certain chronic diseases, including high blood pressure, diabetes, and cardiovascular disease; yet, few studies have investigated medication adherence among Blacks and Hispanics with multiple chronic conditions. Across all ages and even more notably by age 50 years, African Americans are living with higher rates of chronic diseases.21 Hispanics who suffer from chronic illnesses, which are associated with poorer day-to-day functioning, are at an increased risk of mortality.22,23 About 14% of Hispanics had two or more concurrent chronic diseases in 2010, up from 11.7% in 2000, while 2.7% of Hispanics had four or more chronic conditions.22 Despite greater disease burden, while several studies have investigated HIV treatment adherence among older Hispanics,24,25 very few have looked at medication adherence among Blacks and Hispanics with multiple chronic conditions. This is disconcerting since these groups in general 1) are disproportionately affected by chronic conditions, 2) have barriers related to understanding their medications and how to take them, and 3) have greater chronic illness-related mortality and morbidity than non-Hispanic Whites. Poor adherence may be related to issues such as low health literacy, language, and acculturation, all of which are barriers to treatment.25–29

Racial/ethnic minorities are less likely than non-Hispanic Whites to be reached by mainstream health education, promotion, and disease prevention messages, which tend to reach middle-class, well-insured, English-speaking people.22,30 It is imperative that barriers to health care access are understood if the health needs of all groups with chronic illness are to be met. Our study proposes to gain a better understanding of patients from diverse populations’ beliefs, attitudes, motivations, and behaviors regarding chronic disease and its management in order to develop an effective intervention that is acceptable and tailored to their specific needs.

**Materials and methods**
Qualitative methodologies are particularly important for the development of conceptual frameworks that focus on the individual, developmental, and sociocultural contexts in which behavior occurs31 to guide intervention development. This approach also helps us understand some of the cultural issues within a group sharing a similar, potentially life-altering experience.32

**Aim**
The purpose of this study was to gain a greater understanding of patients’ perspectives on living with chronic illness, specifically related to the barriers to disease self-management and subsequently any adherence strategies they adopt. To
answer the research questions below, a qualitative study using a thematic analytic approach was warranted.

**Research questions**
The research questions associated with this study are 1) What are persons with chronic illness’ knowledge about and perspectives on living with their condition? 2) What do persons with chronic illness describe as the barriers and facilitators for optimal disease self-management? 3) Which commonalities and variations in disease self-management exist among patients with chronic illness? and 4) How do experiences of having to take medications for chronic illness impact persons’ everyday lives? Due to the nature of qualitative inquiry, which is inductive and aims to understand culture, process, meanings, events, and experiences within particular situations, the findings are bound to particular sociocultural contexts and are not generalizable to particular groups and/or a population. While qualitative research does not aim to test and/or prove the researchers’ hypothesis, propositions can be made and researchers can confirm the propositions. For this study, the propositions were that older persons with chronic illness lack sufficient knowledge about their condition and have barriers and facilitators for optimal disease self-management; commonalities and variations in disease self-management exist among older persons with chronic illness; and having to take medications for chronic illness impacts everyday life.

**Qualitative approach**
Thematic analysis was used to identify, analyze, and report patterns (themes) within the data. This helped analyze the qualitative data and to systematically gain knowledge and understanding about the participant, ie, a person living with chronic illness. While several overarching issues regarding CDSM in patients with chronic illnesses have been identified (eg, managing pain, depression, stress, or treatment adherence), a non-tailored, one-size-fits-all disease management intervention is unlikely to be the most effective approach. This is particularly true for those from minority and socioeconomically disadvantaged communities, since relevant factors may be related not only to illness, problems, and treatment but to sociocultural factors as well.

While quantitative findings on CDSM are instructive, they do not provide an empirical understanding of the nature or essence of the lived experience per se. Given that the ability of patients to manage disease-related problems is contingent on a clear understanding of the experiences of why and how they do or are not able to adequately cope, this gap in our clinical knowledge is a significant problem and warrants further study. A qualitative approach involves a search for the meaning of the experience for these individuals and thus provides a foundation from which to build an essential understanding of what it is like to be a person coping with chronic illness.

This approach involved a descriptive method utilizing a thematic analysis by analyzing the descriptions given by participants and dividing them into meaningful statements, generating themes that guide the construction of the phenomenon being studied. This approach is best suited because there are important gaps in our knowledge about persons with chronic illness, their health literacy, and their CDSM skill. The aim of this study is to make clear and understand the most essential meaning of managing one – and oftentimes multiple – chronic illnesses from the perspective of those directly involved in it.

A thematic analysis approach was used to gain a greater understanding of patients’ health literacy and perspectives on living with chronic illness specifically related to barriers to disease self-management and subsequently any adherence strategies they adopt.

Qualitative methodologies are particularly important for the development of conceptual frameworks that focus on the individual, developmental, and sociocultural contexts in which behavior occurs. A better understanding of these can serve as an essential guide to intervention development. This approach also helps us understand some of the cultural issues within a group sharing a similar, potentially life-altering experience.

Participants in this study were asked to define and describe study-related constructs using their own words and conceptualizations as they pertain to living with chronic illness and then were guided through in-depth explorations of relevant influences. Participants were encouraged to expand on details of individual stories and collective narratives when discussing their diagnoses and its ensuing issues and challenges. Using this approach allowed for less restrictive and richer responses from participants. This goes to say that any intervention should be responsive to the patients’ holistic and global situation and not merely to the biomedical and technical aspects of a patient’s body. The lived experience of disease self-management for chronic conditions is a complex, dynamic, and multifaceted phenomenon that is often overlooked by the prevailing biomedical model.

**Data generation and collection**
Data were collected from participants from the target population to investigate factors directly related to their beliefs
and attitudes regarding their illness that could better help us understand their needs in order to support self-management of their disease(s). Semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted with persons with chronic illness. The overall goal was to identify core conceptual components and themes to guide the development of an intervention to improve disease self-management in this group to be developed and later tested.

In-depth interviews
Twenty-five persons with chronic illness in South Florida met the following criteria: 1) having at least one chronic condition (eg, diabetes, hypertension, hypercholesterolemia, congestive heart failure); 2) able to provide informed consent; and 3) English or Spanish speaking. Patients with any psychiatric or cognitive disorder impairing cognition or the inability to provide informed consent were excluded. This study was conducted under a protocol approved by the Institutional Review Board of Nova Southeastern University (0226102Exp). All participants provided written informed consent.

Although a goal of qualitative research is to reach saturation in eliciting themes during interviews, it is often difficult to estimate sample sizes for this research strategy prior to data collection. However, it has been suggested that 5–25 participants are adequate for this type of qualitative scientific inquiry.16–38 In this study, we continued interviews until we found that we had thoroughly explored all emergent themes raised by our participants.

Recruitment
Participants were recruited from a list of people who had participated in some of our previous studies. Flyers describing general study information were posted in the university-based clinic in which the researchers are employed. Interested persons were then contacted by our staff for preliminary eligibility screening and to set up an appointment for the one-time interview.

Qualitative procedure
A semi-structured interview guide (based on the literature and informal interviews with key informants, ie, health care providers, pharmacists, other providers experienced with our population of interest), which consisted of open-ended questions designed to elicit rich descriptions, was developed. Constructivist frameworks guided the creation of the semi-structured interview guide.

The participant interviews were conducted in English or Spanish and digitally recorded. Interviews were then transcribed, coded, and analyzed. In this method, data were collected from multiple members of the population in order to gain a richer understanding of the phenomena of interest. This approach helped the researchers to understand the sociocultural behaviors within a group sharing a similar, potentially life-altering experience.22

Participants were asked to define and describe study-related constructs (eg, how they cope with managing problems such as pain, stress, or depression) using their own words and conceptualizations and then were guided through in-depth explorations of relevant influences. Participants were encouraged to expand on details of individual stories and collective narratives when discussing their illness diagnosis and its ensuing issues and challenges. Using this approach allowed for less restrictive and more culturally rich responses from participants.

Although interviews covered the same material, they were tailored to each participant’s unique situation. The following broad content areas were included: 1) knowledge of chronic illness, 2) medication-taking behaviors, 3) personal decision making and motivations for disease self-management and medication adherence, 4) coping and social support, 5) benefits and barriers to self-management, 6) perceptions (self-concept) of being a person with chronic illness, 7) role of culture in disease self-management, and 8) ways they think they can improve their self-management behaviors. Since these discussions were open-ended, the order of questions may have changed somewhat, and follow-up questions for clarification may have been asked. Participants were asked to use a pseudonym during the recorded interview to protect their identities. The interviews lasted ~1 hour.

Data preparation and analysis
Individual interviews were transcribed, coded, and analyzed. An inductive analysis was used because it allows for the patterns, themes, and categories of analysis to emerge.39 Two levels of qualitative analysis were conducted. The descriptive analysis described the respondents’ life situations and characteristics. The thematic analysis elaborated the structures of the basic constructs and new constructs that arose in the early analysis. Two readers reviewed transcripts of the first five interviews to identify all relevant ideas. Their notations were compared and discussed. The process was repeated for the remaining transcripts until there was agreement on the ideas and concepts. Some of the concepts were broken down into various subcomponents of the theme. The next stage of analysis was to go back to the individual interviewee level
to look at within-person consistency with each concept. The two readers assembled and compared all the text references to a concept. It was determined to what extent respondents affirmed only single aspects or multiple aspects of a concept. This built on the earlier descriptive analysis and will allow to distinguish among respondents. This permitted the readers to ensure that they incorporated differences and similarities that might emerge among these interviewees. Descriptive node tree diagrams were created using NVivo software in order to assist in the interpretation of the comparative analysis findings. In this way, the readers ensured scientific rigor of the qualitative analysis by making sure the themes and contexts derived were correct in that credibility, reliability, and dependability can be demonstrated.

Results

The goal was to complete interviews with patients with chronic diseases in order to lay the groundwork for intervention content development. All participants completed the qualitative face-to-face interviews in either English or Spanish. Of the English-speaking participants, four were men and 11 were women. Ages of participants ranged from 62 to 88 years (mean = 77.1 years). Five participants were African American, and 10 were non-Hispanic White. Of the Spanish-speaking participants (identified as Hispanic white), two were men and eight were women. Ages of participants ranged from 57 to 77 years (mean = 66.7 years). Chronic illnesses reported for all participants included diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, hyperlipidemia, asthma, arthritis, anxiety, and chronic migraines.

Summary of qualitative findings

The emergent themes from the participant qualitative interviews included 1) disease knowledge acquisition and health literacy; 2) role of spirituality; 3) social and family support; and 4) coping strategies.

Disease knowledge acquisition and health literacy

While participants had a general overall knowledge of chronic illness (eg, diabetes means too much sugar in the blood), they had some overall deficits in knowledge regarding some of their illnesses and medications but knew more about those conditions for which they tried to gain control over. One participant who suffers from both chronic migraines and asthma reported:

[I know] more on asthma than I do on migraines. I’ve had them for so long, I know pretty much, but the asthma I don’t know a lot about. And I actually, I don’t really realize how serious asthma can be, because I really don’t know that much about it […] I think I became more knowledgeable about them [migraines] in learning how to deal with them and trying to figure out the triggers for them on my own more than anything else, which I guess everybody is different. I mean, I could get them from M&Ms, but the next person maybe that gets migraines doesn’t have them from that, they get them from milk. I had a doctor that I used to go to, she used to get it from milk. Now I don’t. I could drink a gallon of milk and it wouldn’t even phase me. So I’ve had to learn, and I think I’ve developed that on my own, is learning what bothers me for myself, my migraines, and also what they do to you, to your body, to your life. It’s, yeah, you know, I’ve studied and learned about them just looking them up and reading all about it. [White female, age 65 years]

However, most of the participants knew only the name of the medication, what it does (basically), and when to take it.

Well, I know the metformin – if your blood sugar’s low and everything, you can take one and that’ll help bring it back up, you know, mostly. But I take that in the mornings and at night. [African American female, age 81 years]

When asked how well she understood how her asthma worked in her body, one participant commented:

About 50 percent. I mean, I know that I should take my inhaler, my ADV AIR, every day and then use the rescue inhaler as needed. [White female, age 74 years]

When asked where they typically found health and medical information, participants reported they got most of their information from their doctors, pamphlets and other reading materials from the physicians’ office, or Internet sources. While the majority utilized generic search engines such as Google, there were a few participants who accessed reputable and more specific Web sites such as WebMD.

WebMD I love. I read that one a lot. I trust that one more is what it is. More than anything, and then I go to the association itself, like the headache, for migraines, or Mayo Clinic, I like them. [White female, age 65 years]

I, you know, you go to the doctors, they have pamphlets or something and I just read a little about it […] well, I think I kinda understand it. I’m not a pro on it, I wouldn’t say, but I do understand it if such-and-such a thing is and such-and-such a thing, such-and-such a thing would happen, that type thing. [African American female, age 81 years]
Participants were asked how well they understood the material they read about their medications and the possible interactions with other medications they might be taking. Overall, they limited themselves to reading only about the side effects from the paperwork accompanying their prescription medications. When asked they think they need to know more information about their chronic illness, the younger participants thought that perhaps they did, but the older participants were content to get the information from their physicians.

Since I had the diabetes for a while now, I’m pretty much up on – pretty much – the up and downs about it. And, with the heart, I’m watching that too, with my heart doctor. I have a very good heart doctor. And he keeps me up to date on everything. Like next month I go to him again. [African American female, age 83 years]

Others relied on community services to provide information.

I go to this center in [name of town], the senior center, and they have a lot of people that come to that, and they take us through a lot of these different illnesses, and we get a lot of information through them. [African American female, age 84 years]

Spirituality

Many participants reported instances in which their faith played a role in coping with chronic illness. One participant discussed his reaction to finding out about his heart condition.

Well, I took it in stride in a way. I mean, I needed the surgery to put the stents in and somehow it didn’t bother me. I’m pretty religious and I have a feeling that – I have a strong sense of God and I think God looks over me. [White male, age 75 years]

For some, faith in God was solidified prior to getting sick and has since carried them through the battles with chronic illness.

I loves the lord Jesus Christ. He’s been carrying me for 34 years, that and plus 62 in my life. Wasn’t for him, I wouldn’t be sitting here today, out of what I took myself through. Getting off of drugs, getting hit by cars, getting left for dead, you know? But only through the lord Jesus Christ brought me through. He made me see, “You got to stop. Is you’re going to be on the right side or are you going to be on the left side?” He said, “You cannot straddle.” He said, “You’ve got to be on my side. You can’t serve me and the devil too.” So that devil, but he’s powerful, because he had hooked me for 40 years. I was on drugs for 40 years, ma’am, and I mean, he had his hooks in me like so, so deep, oh boy, it took the lord Jesus Christ to get them out. [African American female, age 62 years]

One woman discussed her belief in God after a breast cancer diagnosis that led to a mastectomy.

So anyway, I went to the doctor […] we sat and we talked […] with all of the information that I received. Then I just thought. I said, “Listen, Alma*, you’re a big girl, and these things happen.” I just began talking to myself, and I’m a believer in God. I just said I’m gonna put it in his hands. Whatever happens, whatever the diagnosis, if I have to have the mastectomy or whatever has to be done, I’m just gonna go ahead and have it done […] take your burden to the Lord and leave it there. I just really believe that God hears, and he answers prayers. [African American female, age 84 years]

Support

Family/social support

Support was reported as a critical element in dealing with chronic illness. Many of the participants discussed the importance of having some kind of social support, whether it be from family or friends.

I have a daughter that call me every day. She bugs me. She bug me every day. She live in [name of town]. She’ll call me every day. I just talked to you. I say, I’m feeling fine, you know. ‘You wouldn’t be lying to me would you? You know what I mean?’ [African American male, age 71 years]

Other participants use their religious/spiritual organization to provide support.

Well, I get a lot from the synagogue and also, I mean, we have our friends that we go out with socially. We go to movies. [White male, age 75 years]

I’m not looking for social support from friends, because I don’t trust so much. But I do have one good friend that I did feel that she betrayed me once, but never mind. I try not to think of it. And otherwise it’s mostly talking and phone calls. I don’t open up, except to one friend, my heart to anybody, except my husband. [White female, age 73 years]

Some participants confessed it was difficult to accept support from others.

Well, it’s very hard because I’m so used to doing things for myself, and if I ask you to do something one time, I’m
not gonna ask you twice or three times. I’ll do it myself. To me if you ask a person more than once, you’re begging that person to do something, and that mean they don’t want to do it in the first place. So I do it myself. And they’d say, oh I’ll go and do it. When, tomorrow sometime, it doesn’t have to be done then? I’ll tell ‘em right then, I’m just gonna cut you loose. That’s what I say. [African American male, age 71 years]

Coping strategies
For participants, staying positive was reported to be an important factor in coping with pain and combating anxiety and depression. Many participants discussed cognitive self-management strategies for coping with their illnesses. Many of these included reframing the meaning of their lives and illnesses and positive self-talk to maintain their ability to cope with multiple health problems on a daily basis. They also discussed behavioral self-management strategies, such as exercise, as a means of coping.

How do I deal with things? I usually try to ignore them […] and I’ll try to see the positive in each situation, the good thing. Maybe according to the book, it might not be good, but who cares about the book? I know I can’t change things […] we can’t change it, so why don’t just see the positive of it? […] can’t change the past. That’s what I’m saying. Whatever happened, happened. Can’t change it. And if things are okay now, to be happy in the moment. And we are not here forever. That’s what I tell myself, too. We’re not here forever, so just enjoy the moment. [White female, age 73 years]

Well, in my cases, I say to myself, for instance, this thing in my back is bothering me now. Look how much worse the rest of the world is. Look how much worse everybody else – I watched a friend of mine die of cancer […] and I had never seen anything like that up close […] I never saw anybody go like that, and what a terrible way to go. Wouldn’t I rather walk around the way I am than change places with someone like that? So maybe, are you lucky, are you not lucky? I don’t know. But I think I’m comparatively lucky. [White female, age 89 years]

Others used more external strategies:
One of the happiest place I’m in is working out, going to the club. So once I’m doing exercise, the machine, the spinning, the classes, the dancing, I feel ageless. I feel like I can do better than the 29 year olds. So I’m fine. I’m happy. That keeps me happy. Working out. And volunteering. I do a lot of volunteering. [White female, age 73 years]

Some reactions to the stress of chronic illness and subsequent pain included anger and lashing out at others. When asked how she handled anger, one participant responded:
If I’m around anybody, I take it out on them. But if I’m alone, I curse him out, I cry […]. [African American female, age 62 years]

Also reported was the use of alcohol and prescription medications to help cope their chronic illness.
One time I slept for a whole week […] when I first got sick, I used to sleep all the time. I used to go to the doctor and get Xanax. I used to get Valium. Anything that would make me sleep, or if not that, I would get super drunk, super, super drunk, take pills, anything just to sleep, because I didn’t want to see it. I didn’t want to feel. All I wanted to do was sleep, and that’s how I am now. When I have pains and I can’t get rid of them, I’m aching, the medication is not working, and since I stopped drugging, I stopped taking any kind of pills, pain pills, I don’t take nothing now but Ibuprofen 800s. When they don’t work, I just go to bed. And you know, when I wake up I feel better. [African American female, age 62 years]

Anger
Many participants reported feelings of anger due to variety of issues regarding problems due to their illness. For one participant who suffers chronic migraines, her frustration and anger stem from friends, family, and physicians not acknowledging the debilitating nature of the conditions.

It’s not just a headache, and that’s where a lot of neurologists I went to, they talk to you like, “Oh, it’s just a headache.” No, it’s not. It controls you. You can’t cope with anything. You can’t work, you can’t function. That’s something I don’t think a lot of people realize. “Oh, it’s just a headache. You’ll be all right.” No it’s not. It’s more than that, and it affects your personality, it affects a lot of things that people don’t
realize. […] Because I would get angry at people who would say that, and I was moody when I’d have them […] I couldn’t control that. I felt like I couldn’t. It was my body. It was hurting so bad, yes, I am moody, but I can’t help that […] I get frustrated or angry even if I don’t have a migraine, let’s say I go to my friend’s or something like that. “Well why do you get so many? Why can’t they do something about it?” I get angry […] so I’d rather avoid being with them. [White female, age 65 years]

Other participants stressed that they get angry because they find they cannot do the things they used to do before.

I do get angry, there’s no question about that. I get angry because of the things that I used to do, I can’t do anymore. I went [to the gym], and I could not keep up with the class. So even the instructor said, “Well, just do what you can.” And I couldn’t. First of all, when you’re doing something in front of a bunch of people and you feel like a clod, so I gave that up. I didn’t – you know, usually if I stand in front of a bunch of people, they’re laughing at me for other reasons. And I just couldn’t take that. [White male, age 80 years]

Depression

For some participants, depression was linked to physical pain due to their chronic illness; they felt if they did not have pain, they would not be depressed.

Sometimes when the pain is too strong I want to cry and like I get depressed, like you get depressed but that’s for a moment. I encourage myself and that will go away. [Hispanic female, age 77 years]

Others reported feeling depressed but utilized different strategies to cope with it.

I’ll just think of other people and I’ll say, “You know, I could have this, I could have cancer, it could be worse. I’ll get over it. I’ll be okay,” and I don’t want to fall into a depression or anything, so that’s what I do. I’ll tell myself, “You know what? This isn’t as bad as what it could be. It could be a lot worse,” and that’s how I talk myself out of it. […] Years ago I used to get very depressed with them [illnesses], because it was a constant thing. I had no life. I never had a clear head. I always had this dull headache in the back of my head, always brewing. So it made me crabby and cranky and I just couldn’t function, whereas now I just look at other people and think, “Oh wow, it could be worse. This is okay. I can handle it.” I never looked at it like that. I just more or less felt sorry for me, “This is what I have,” and I would get real depressed. I’d just stay in my room, wouldn’t talk to nobody, go nowhere […] It would be months where I just wouldn’t even go out, wouldn’t talk to anybody. [White female, age 65 years]

For some, the depression can be debilitating.

I have terrible depression. The kind that you don’t wanna get out of bed in the morning. And then you force yourself to get out of bed, and then you say, “Well what am I gonna do today?” Because I used to go to volunteer things. I used to do all kinds of things. I just wanna stay home and read a book. And many days, that’s what I do. But I go out if I need to or if I want to or whatever. I still drive. I’ve got a little car. [White female, age 87 years]

Some participants reported their depression was due to not being able to function as they had in the past and being told they have to make adjustments in life.

Well, the backache is uncomfortable to sleep, sometimes I can’t be sitting for long periods and I have to stand up and stretch the back, I can’t bend, I can’t lift – I mean, it’s – I don’t cook, and that’s part of depression because I want to do things and I can’t do it, I can’t work. The psychiatrist’s assistant told me, “Part of your life has been taken away, the way you are.” Exactly, I don’t have – I could be the whole day in bed, and that’s because of the depression I have. [Hispanic female, age 57 years]

Discussion

The aim of this research was to obtain a deeper understanding of older adults’ perspectives on the challenges of living with chronic illness as they pertain to health literacy and disease self-management strategies they utilize. Several themes emerged from the interviews: spirituality, social support, coping, anger, and depression in this group of older adults with chronic illness. These findings support the literature evidence that certain psychological and socio-cultural variables might influence managing chronic illness including medication adherence, but the details provided by participant narratives provided a deeper, richer understanding of the underpinnings and possible interrelatedness of these factors.

Regarding chronic illness knowledge and perspectives on living with their condition, one of the study’s research questions, participants commented on how little they actually knew and understood about their diseases, a finding supported by Shaw et al., although they understood the importance of taking medications, the names of their medications, and how
to take them. This finding is in line with our proposition that the participants may lack sufficient knowledge about their condition. Of note is their reported limited use of the Internet to find health information, and when they do utilize online searches, the searches are not via targeted Web sites (eg, WebMD) that provide quality, reliable, and more accurate information than a Web site whose mission is to sell a product. This is problematic in that the medical information available on the Internet can create harm by being difficult to interpret and thus creating the potential of overuse or misuse of treatment or medication. Moreover, there are insufficient tools available that assist patients in finding relevant information given the vast amounts of health information on the Internet. Health and medical information needs to be easy to locate, relevant to the patient and their illness, and understandable for patients with low levels of health literacy. This finding also aligns with our proposition that there are barriers for optimal disease self-management.

There is little published work regarding the role of spirituality and religious faith in disease self-management among persons with chronic illness. Nonetheless, there is literature to support the idea that a strong spiritual base has an influence on resilience and coping skills among older persons and Hispanics with chronic illness. For some, particularly African Americans, the roles of spirituality and social support are intertwined, whereby church activities provide not only spiritual fulfillment but social support as well. Spirituality may be a commonality in disease self-management among older persons with chronic illness, supporting the proposition that similarities may be present in this group. Therefore, it would be important when, in developing disease self-management interventions, to take into account the function of the church and spiritual values for patients. More research is needed in how we can leverage these components for better health outcomes.

Aside from support provided by the church, support from family members and friends was reported as crucial for aiding self-management of chronic illness. The majority of the participants concurred that social support was paramount, whether it comes from the church, a close friend, an acquaintance, or a family member and even if it was just a phone call. The protective effects of high-quality social support can enhance emotional and physical well-being and increases resilience to stress. Yet, participants remarked that it was not always easy to ask for or find support in times of emotional and/or physical need. For some participants, it was difficult to accept losing some independence and to adapt to the change in social role (eg, transitioning from an active member in society to not being part of the work force due to chronic illness). Creating access to a supportive social environment would be an essential component in any intervention for persons with chronic illness, one that would motivate participants to reach out and access people who can be available to them when needed or teach them how to create new social networks. Also, participant’s perceptions about support may need to be taken into account, such as understanding when they might need it and who they feel can provide it and if they will be satisfied with the interaction.

Teaching communication skills regarding interpersonal interactions will help participants to nurture supportive relationships. Reports of feeling depressed were not surprising given experiences of depression is common among persons with chronic illness. In this sample, much of the reported depression was due to pain caused by their illnesses and inability to function as they had previous to becoming ill. Of importance to note is that depression can interfere with a person’s ability to self-manage disease, particularly regarding motivation to adhere to a medication regimen. Feelings of anger and frustration were reported among several participants due to having to face problems stemming from their illness and, as mentioned earlier, not being able to do things they used to do, such as exercise. Addressing how mood affects self-management for a variety of health issues provides leverage for developing intervention approaches to improve medication adherence and enhance motivation for disease self-management overall.

At the core of wellness is the ability to cope and adapt to new circumstances. For this reason, it is imperative that persons with chronic illness learn to develop strategies to help them cope with the challenges accompanying illness, much of which involves maintaining a positive attitude and at times making the adaptive process less emotionally overwhelming. With chronic illness comes a loss of a valued level of functioning, such as the ability to engage in activities such as driving, dancing, or exercising.

There seemed to be a relatively high level of acceptance and adaptation regarding their illnesses in this sample of older adults, many of whom suffered from multiple chronic conditions. Part of disease management is adapting to circumstances beyond one’s control. Illness acceptance may be instrumental in older adults’ adaptation to health limitations. As revealed by the study participants, patients develop their own coping strategies, some maladaptive (substance use, lashing out in anger). Learning adaptive coping skills can enhance CDSM skills by helping the person change...
expectations regarding their physical abilities, ie, to work within the limit of those abilities. These skills also include managing anger and intermittent depression, help approach problems actively, enhance help-seeking behaviors, and build social support networks. For older adults, support provided by their environment is also instrumental.52

**Limitations**

Several limitations associated with this study should be considered. Findings from this small sample cannot be extended or generalized to wider populations of non-community-dwelling adults with chronic illness, ie, those who receive care in hospitals or at home, or to persons living in more rural settings. The generalizability of this study is for the sole purpose of developing an intervention to be tested in a larger study. Replicability is very problematic. It is difficult to make systematic comparisons as participants may give widely differing responses that are highly subjective.

**Conclusion**

The focus of this study was to explore patients’ perspectives on living with chronic illness including their health literacy and health behavior strategies. Several salient themes related to living with chronic illness emerged from the data collected from the interviews. Many commonalities existed among participants regarding barriers and facilitators for optimal disease self-management, with some sociocultural variations, particularly regarding the role of culture and spirituality.

Of note throughout the thematic analysis of this study was the level of personal and emotional resilience participants demonstrated when it came to CDSM in the face of physical pain, isolation, depression, and lack of support. While more difficult to express or even detect, challenges associated with emotional distress can cause and/or exacerbate physical manifestations of illness.53 The participants disclosed their ways of dealing with their stressors that may or may not be related to personal resilience. An association has been shown to exist between resilience and quality of life and health promotional behavior.54 It is likely that more research is required to deepen the understanding of the role of resilience influences on coping and CDSM in older adults.

Increasing knowledge and understanding of chronic illnesses combined with enhancing skills for CDSM may be paramount for any future health interventions with this population.55 Moreover, tailoring interventions to provide personalized information specific to the user, ie, addressing their unique deficits and their strengths, can help improve CDSM competency in patients.
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